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Abstract
Global gyrokinetic simulations of the electrostatic microturbulence driven by the pressure
gradients of thermal ions and electrons are carried out for the ADITYA-U tokamak geometry
using its experimental plasma profiles and with collisional effects. The dominant instability is
trapped electron mode (TEM) based on the linear eigenmode structure and its propagation in the
electron diamagnetic direction. Collisional effects suppress turbulence and transport to a certain
extent. Zonal flow is not playing a critical role in the TEM saturation, which is dominated by the
inverse cascade. The frequency spectrum of the electrostatic fluctuations is in broad agreement
with the experimentally recorded spectrum in the ADITYA-U, with a bandwidth ranging from
∼0 to 50 kHz.
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1. Introduction

In fusion reactors [1, 2], the energy and particle confinement
time must be long enough to achieve a net energy balance
between the energy supplied to heat the system and the energy
produced by the fusion process in the plasma. The energy and
particle losses observed in magnetic fusion experiments are
significantly higher than predicted values for the collisional
processes [3]. This so-called anomalous transport is believed
to be primarily due to small-scale instabilities called micro-
instabilities caused by the temperature and density gradient of
plasma species [4]. Therefore, understanding the physics of
turbulent transport is of paramount importance inmagnetically
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confined plasma experiments. The design of future reactors
relies on the extrapolation of the turbulent transport levels
from current fusion experiments to much larger future exper-
iments such as the International Thermonuclear Experimental
Reactor (ITER) [5, 6].

Thanks to the spectacular advances in high-performance
computing, it has become possible to carry out large-scale
numerical simulations, using various plasma models, to study
the characteristics of turbulence and transport. For example,
simulation results using sophisticated gyrokinetic codes [7]
have shown good agreement with experimental observations
from tokamaks. An important objective of these simulations
is to find a physical basis for the empirical scaling of the
turbulent transport levels from first-principles, state-of-the-art
numerical modeling [8–10]. Advanced gyrokinetic simulation
codes enable an in-depth study of small-scale turbulence, such
as that arising from drift waves, that is widely believed to be
the cause of anomalous transport [4]. Various simulation codes
treat the problem at different levels of complexity to capture
some of the crucial physics features, related to the small-scale
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modes like the ion temperature gradient (ITG) and the trapped
electron mode (TEM).

Based on the numerical methods used to solve the under-
lying equations, the gyrokinetic codes are classified into three
categories: Lagrangian, Eulerian, and semi-Lagrangian. All
these methods have their own advantages and disadvant-
ages. The gyrokinetic codes such as gyrokinetic toroidal
code (GTC) [11], ORB5 [12], GEM [13] are based on the
Lagrangian approach that represents the plasma by a finite
number of marker particles. To reduce the particle noise due
to Monte Carlo sampling of phase space, these codes use
the δf scheme [14]. The gyrokinetic codes GENE [15], GKV
[16], GYRO [17] are based on the Eulerian approach. In
this method, the time stationary phase space mesh is used
for the discretization of the Vlasov equation. Whereas the
semi-Lagrangian approach-based codes such as GYSELA
[18] combine the benefits of both the Lagrangian and Eulerian
approaches with a good phase space description and enhanced
numerical stability.

Many gyrokinetic simulations of electrostatic microturbu-
lence using realistic device geometry and experimental plasma
profiles have found the signatures of ITG/TEM turbulence.
For example, a comparison of the experimentally measured
plasma fluctuations and turbulent transport is made against
the local electrostatic gyrokinetic simulations of L-mode dis-
charge of the DIII-D tokamak using the GS2 code [19], in
which the ITG turbulence was investigated. The nonlinear
electrostatic gyrokinetic simulations of L-mode discharge of
DIII-D using the GYRO code show similar electron temperat-
ure and density fluctuations in the ITG/TEM unstable plasma,
consistent with the experimental observations [20]. Similarly,
a validation study of the gyrokinetic electrostatic simulations
using GYRO code has been done for the ITG and TEM dom-
inated L-mode plasmas of Alcator C-Mod tokamak [21].

Turbulence and transport in tokamaks can be greatly influ-
enced by collisions and zonal flow. The zonal flow interaction
with the turbulence has been extensively studied. For example,
it is widely accepted that the zonal flow plays an essential role
in regulating the ITG turbulent transport [11, 22]. However,
in contrast to the ITG turbulence, the effect of zonal flow on
the TEM turbulent transport is found to depend on the para-
meters such as the electron to ion temperature ratio, mag-
netic shear, the electron temperature gradient scale length, and
the ratio of electron temperature gradient to density gradient
[13, 23–26]. The collisions can effect the turbulence and trans-
port directly by affecting the linear microturbulence drive or
indirectly by affecting the coherent phase space structure. It
has been found that the collisional effects can reduce the ITG
turbulence growth rate, can lead to the stabilization of TEM
turbulence, or can lead to a transition from TEM to ITG tur-
bulence by the de-trapping of electrons [26–28]. The recent
gyrokinetic simulations using GTC have shown the effects of
collisions on the ITG and TEM dominant discharges of the
DIII-D tokamak [29].

GTC has been applied to several different geometries, for
example, tokamaks [11] and field-reversed configuration [30]
to study turbulent transport. Recently, GTC was upgraded
to simulate turbulence in the 3D devices called stellarators

[31–33]. In the present work, we have used GTC to study
the microturbulence in the ADITYA-U tokamak. ADITYA-
U is a medium-sized, air-core tokamak, that has recently
been upgraded from the ADITYA tokamak [34–37] to incor-
porate a new set of divertor coils for shaped plasma opera-
tions with a new vacuum vessel along with a new toroidal
belt limiter. Since its commissioning, several experiments
relevant to the operation of future fusion devices such as
ITER have been performed [35–37], including experiments
on generation, transport and control of runaway electrons
[36, 37], plasma disruption [36, 37], transient transport phe-
nomena such as cold-pulse propagation [37, 38] and plasma
detachment [37]. However, there are very few simulation stud-
ies on the ADITYA-U tokamak.

In the present work, self-consistent gyrokinetic simulations
have been carried out using GTC to investigate the role of elec-
trostatic microturbulence, such as ITG and TEM, in driving the
turbulent transport in the circular plasmas (limiter plasmas)
of the ADITYA-U tokamak. The ion diffusivity and electron
heat conductivity values estimated from the experiments are in
fair agreement with the values obtained from the simulations.
The turbulent fluxes are found to be driven by the TEM in
ADITYA-U. The simulated frequency spectra of electrostatic
fluctuations match well with those measured using Langmuir
probes in the edge region of the plasma. The simulations with
and without collisions show that the collisional effects sup-
press the turbulence and transport to a certain extent. The non-
linear simulations show that the zonal flow is not playing a
crucial role in the nonlinear saturation, which is dominated by
the inverse cascade of the higher toroidal mode numbers to the
lower ones. These simulation findings could be helpful in set-
ting up future experiments in the ADITYA-U tokamak. The
present work is the first ever simulation study to understand
the turbulence and transport in ADITYA-U. As a first step,
we have restricted ourselves only to electrostatic simulations.
Electromagnetic effects could have an impact on turbulence
and transport [39] and will be investigated in a future study.

The rest of the paper is presented as follows: the geo-
metry, equilibrium quantities, and experimental results for the
ADITYA-U tokamak discharge shot # 33536 are discussed in
section 2. In section 3, the simulation and physics model used
are presented. In section 4, linear and nonlinear simulations
of the microturbulence are discussed. In section 5, the conclu-
sions have been made.

2. ADITYA-U Experiment

ADITYA-U is a medium-sized tokamak with a major radius
of 0.75 m and a minor radius of 0.25 m [34–37]. For
the present simulation, a hydrogen (main ion) plasma dis-
charge (shot # 33536) has been used, in which the plasma
is operated in the limiter configuration. The plasma para-
meters of the discharge are plasma current ∼150 kA, cent-
ral chord-averaged density ∼2.3× 1019 m−3, central chord-
averaged electron temperature ∼250 eV and ion temperature
∼80 eV. The radial profile of plasma density has been obtained
from a multi-channel microwave interferometer [38, 40]. The
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Figure 1. Equilibrium mesh on the poloidal plane (a). The contours show the poloidal flux normalized to the value at the last closed flux
surface ψX and the black lines are the curves of constant poloidal angle and the safety factor (blue curve) and normalized minor radius (red
curve) as a function of the normalized poloidal flux (b) for ADITYA-U discharge shot # 33536.

radial profile of electron temperature is reconstructed using
multi-chord soft x-ray emission intensity measurements in the
core plasma region, and the Langmuir probe (single/triple)
is used for the spectral analysis of edge temperatures [38].
The core ion temperature is measured using spectroscopic
diagnostics [41]. The radial profile of ion temperature is
assumed to be the same as the plasma pressure profile.
Figure 1(a) shows the equilibrium mesh on the poloidal plane
for discharge shot # 33536 obtained with IPREQ code [42].
The black lines in the figure represent the curves of a con-
stant poloidal angle, while the contours represent the poloidal
flux normalized with the value at the last closed flux surface
(LCFS), ψX . The on-axis magnetic field B0 is 1.44 T, the dis-
tance at the magnetic axis R0 is 0.7641 m. Figure 1(b) shows
the safety factor profile obtained from the equilibrium sim-
ulations carried out using IPREQ code [42] and the normal-
ized minor radius as a function of normalized poloidal flux.
The equilibrium quantities for the ADITYA-U discharge are
written in cylindrical coordinates that are transformed to mag-
netic Boozer coordinates to be used as input to GTC. The edge
region (region near to the LCFS) of the ADITYA-U tokamak is
thoroughly diagnosed by several sets of Langmuir probes [38].
A broadband fluctuation spectrum is observed in the frequency
range of ∼0–50 kHz in the measured density fluctuations
sampled at 100 kHz. The rack-Langmuir probes [38] are also
used for measurements of the radial profile of density in the
edge regions. The density fluctuations aremeasured using both
single and triple Langmuir probes in ADITYA-U. The density
in the edge region in the present study is measured from the
ion-saturation current drawn by the probe. Density fluctuations
are generally large in magnitude in comparison to the tem-
perature fluctuations and hence the temperature fluctuations
are ignored in the density fluctuations estimation [43]. Ion-
saturation current measurements represent the density fluc-
tuations quite well, especially close to the LCFS ψX of the
tokamak [44]. The variation in the magnitude and frequency of
density fluctuations from shot-to-shot measurements in the set
of represented discharges of ADITYA-U remains within 10%.
For the simulations, the mean density and temperature pro-
files are used. The various ADITYA-U parameters and plasma

Table 1. ADITYA-U tokamak and plasma parameters for a typical
experimental discharge.

Minor radius 0.25 m
Major radius 0.75 m
On-axis magnetic field 1.44 T
On-axis electron temperature 250 eV
On-axis ion temperature 80 eV
On-axis electron density 2.3× 1019 m−3

Energy confinement time ∼10 ms
Ion acoustic speed 1.55× 105 m s−1

Ion gyro-radius 6.34× 10−4 m
Electron gyro-radius 2.61× 10−5 m
Ion thermal velocity 8.76× 104 m s−1

Electron thermal velocity 6.63× 106 m s−1

parameters are shown in table 1 for a typical experimental dis-
charge.

3. Simulation and physics model

GTC uses the field-aligned coordinate system to study the
magnetically confined plasma with nested flux surfaces [10]
which is suitable for the efficient integration of particle tra-
jectories that move primarily along the magnetic field lines.
The fully kinetic dynamics of the plasma particles requires a
smaller step size to resolve the cyclotron motion which in turn
makes the simulations computationally expensive. To resolve
this issue, a coordinate transformation is made from particle
coordinates to the guiding-center coordinates. This transform-
ation reduces the dimensionality of the system from 6D to 5D
due to the averaging of the gyro-phase of the charged particles
along the magnetic field lines [45, 46]. By doing so, the high-
frequency cyclotron motion gets eliminated from the particle
trajectory [47]. So, the resulting gyrokinetic equations involve
themotion of the plasma particles in the reduced 5D space. The
gyrokinetic equations describing the toroidal plasma in the
inhomogeneous magnetic field in the five-dimensional space
(X⃗,v∥,µ) is given by(

∂t+
˙⃗X ·∇+ v̇∥∂v∥

)
fi(X⃗,µ,v∥, t) = Ci fi, (1)
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˙⃗X=
B⃗∗

B∗
∥
v∥ + v⃗E+ v⃗c+ v⃗g, (2)

v̇∥ =− 1
mi

B⃗∗

B∗
∥
.(µ∇B+Zi∇ϕ) , (3)

where B⃗∗ = B⃗+Bv∥/Ωi

(
∇× b̂

)
, B∗

∥ = b̂ · B⃗∗, Ci is the pitch-

angle collision operator described in [48], v⃗E is the E⃗× B⃗ drift
velocity, and v⃗c, and v⃗g are magnetic drift velocities due to the
curvature and gradient in magnetic field, that are given by

v⃗E =
cb̂×∇ϕ
B∗
∥

, (4)

v⃗c =
B
B∗
∥

v2∥
Ωi

∇× b̂, (5)

v⃗g =
µ

miΩi

B⃗×∇B
B∗
∥

(6)

where B is the amplitude of equilibrium magnetic field at
particle position, B∗ is the equilibrium magnetic field amp-
litude at the guiding-center position of the particle, Zi is the
charge,mi is the mass, andΩi is the cyclotron frequency of the
ion. To reduce the particle noise due to Monte Carlo sampling
of the phase space, δf method [14] is used in which only the
perturbed part of the particle distribution is evolved with time.
The distribution function is written as the sum of equilibrium
and perturbed parts, fi = f0i+ δfi, with the equilibrium part
satisfying the 5D-gyrokinetic equation. Further, an additional
dynamical variable, particle weight, is defined as wi = δfi/fi,
that satisfies the following equation

dwi
dt

= (1−wi)

[
−v⃗E.

∇f0i
f0i

+
Zi
mi

B⃗∗

B
.∇ϕ 1

f0i

∂f0i
∂v∥

]
. (7)

The electrostatic potential ϕ appearing in equations of motion
and weight equation is decomposed into a zonal component
averaged over the flux surface and a fluctuating partϕ = ⟨ϕ⟩+
δϕwith ⟨δϕ⟩= 0, where ⟨. . .⟩ represents the flux-surface aver-
aging. To study the effect of electrons on turbulent trans-
port and to include the instabilities like TEM in the sim-
ulations, the kinetic treatment of electrons is required. The
kinetic treatment of electrons in the gyrokinetic framework
requires a smaller time step due to fast parallel motion, thus
increasing the simulation cost. To overcome this limitation,
the fluid-kinetic hybrid model is implemented in GTC [49].
To solve the drift kinetic equation for electron, the electron
response and electrostatic potential are expanded in the small-
ness parameter δ, where δ is the ratio of drift wave frequency

to the electron transit frequency; as fe = f0e +
eδϕ(0)

Te
f0e + δge,

and δϕ = δϕ(0) + δϕ(1). The nonadiabatic parts δge, δϕ(1) are
smaller than the adiabatic parts by a factor of δ. The elec-
trostatic potential is acquired from Poisson’s equation in a
spatial network of grids after the charge density is accumu-
lated on the grids. However, in the gyrokinetic framework,

gyrokinetic transformation needs to be incorporated in Pois-
son’s equation as well. This results in a gyrokinetic version
of Poisson’s equation involving the electrostatic potential and
particle density that are averaged over the charge ring with a
radius of local gyro-radius of the charged particle. Numeric-
ally, this gyro-ring is represented by fewer points (4, 8, 16,
etc). The electrostatic potential in the lowest order is acquired
from the gyrokinetic Poisson equation given below

(τ + 1)eδϕ(0)

Te
− τeδϕ̃(0)

Te
=
δn̄i −⟨δn̄i ⟩

n0
, (8)

where τ = Te/Ti, n0 is the equilibrium electron density, δϕ̃(0)

is the second gyro-averaged perturbed potential defined as

δϕ̃(0)(⃗x) =
1
2π

ˆ
d3v⃗
ˆ

d3X⃗f0(X⃗)δϕ̄
(0)(X⃗)δ(X⃗+ ρ⃗− x⃗),

with x⃗ and X⃗ represents the coordinates of particle position
and the particle guiding center position respectively and ρ⃗ is
gyro-radius vector. δϕ̄(0) is the first gyro-averaged perturbed
potential defined by

δϕ̄(0)(X⃗) =
ˆ

d3x⃗
ˆ

dα
2π
δϕ(0)(⃗x)δ(⃗x− X⃗− ρ⃗),

and similarly

δn̄i(⃗x) =
ˆ

d3X⃗
ˆ

dα
2π
δf(X⃗)δ(⃗x− X⃗− ρ⃗),

is the ion perturbed density at the guiding-center, α is the
gyro-phase. The second gyro-averaged perturbed electrostatic
potential (δϕ̃(0)) is calculated using Padé approximation [50].
In the higher order, the electron dynamics is governed by the
drift kinetic equation in δge. To resolve the electron dynam-
ics, in a single push step for ion, electron is pushed several
times, known as the subcycling ratio. An iterative time step-
ping sequence has been used to update the particle guiding
center orbits and field quantities. At ith time step all the field
quantities are computed and at (i+ 1)th time step ion orbits
are pushed using the ion gyrokinetic equation. The electron
weight we = δge/fe are evolved according to the equation

dwe

dt
=

(
1− eδϕ (0)

Te
−we

)[
−v⃗E ·∇lnf0e|v⊥

− ∂

∂t

(
eδϕ(0)

Te

)
− (⃗vd+ δ⃗vE) ·∇

(
eϕ
Te

)] (9)

where δ⃗vE = (c/B∗)b̂×∇δϕ, the notation ‘|v⊥’ indicates that
the gradient operator on ‘lnf0e’ is performed with v⊥ held
fixed. The electron orbits are pushed from ith time step to
(i+ 1)th time step using all the field quantities at ith time step
in equation (9). The non-zonal electrostatic perturbed potential
till the first order correction is related to the density perturba-
tion as

eeδϕ/Te = eeδϕ
(0)/Te − δne −⟨δne⟩

n0
, (10)
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with δne =
´
δhed

3v⃗. Equations (9) and (10) can be solved
repeatedly to reach the higher order in the expansion. The
convergence test shows that the second order expansion is
sufficient for the present study. The equations for ions are
solved only once. Finally, all the particle orbits and non-zonal
components of field quantities are updated at (i+ 1)th time
step and the zonal component of the electrostatic potential at
(i+ 1)th time step is obtained by solving

τe
(
⟨ϕ⟩−

⟨
ϕ̃
⟩)

Te
=

⟨δn̄i ⟩− ⟨δne⟩
n0

. (11)

The flux-surface-averaged gyrokinetic Poisson equation rep-
resenting zonal component is solved by traditional integra-
tion, while a finite difference-based gyrokinetic Poisson solver
is incorporated in GTC for the non-zonal component using
HYPRE library [51] to solve the resultingmatrix equation. The
electrostatic field is then scattered back to the guiding-center
position to update the orbit. The out-of-boundary particles
are brought back to the simulation domain by the energy-
conserving boundary conditions. Fixed boundary conditions
are applied for all fluctuating quantities at both sides of radial
simulation domain.

Fokker–Planck collision operator for the collisions between
like species and Lorentz pitch angle scattering operator for the
collisions between unlike species, are implemented where the
momentum and energy conservation are enforced on the neo-
classical mesh [48]. The dimensionless effective collision fre-
quency defined in GTC is ν∗ = ϵ−3/2νqR0/vth, with ϵ= r/R0

as the local inverse aspect-ratio, r is the radius evaluated on
the outer mid-plane, ν is the physical collision frequency, and
vth =

√
T0α/mα is the thermal velocity of the plasma spe-

cies α.

4. Microturbulence simulations

This section presents the electrostatic gyrokinetic simulations
of the low-frequency drift wave instabilities driven by the
gradient in the plasma density and temperature, performed
using GTC. Figure 2 shows the plasma profile (figure 2(a))
and the corresponding normalized gradientR0/LX (figure 2(b))
used in simulations, where LX is the profile gradient scale
length given by 1/LX =−∂(lnX)/∂r, r is the local minor
radius. The gradient in the plasma profile is steep at the
LCFS, which can drive electrostatic instabilities such as ITG
instability, TEM instability. The simulation domain is from
ψinner = 0.1ψX to ψouter = 1.0ψX, where the poloidal flux ψ
values are normalized to the value at the LCFS ψX . The ion
species is the proton, and their dynamics is described by the
gyrokinetic equations, and the electrons are treated kinetically,
according to the fluid-kinetic hybrid model, as described in
section 2. Both the passing and trapped electrons have been
included in the simulations. The proton to electron mass ratio
is mp/me = 1836. GTC uses three meshes: equilibrium mesh,
as shown in figure 1(a), turbulence mesh, and neoclassical
mesh. For the simulations, 200 radial grid points, 3000 pol-
oidal grid points, and 32 grid points in the parallel direction

are used for the turbulence mesh. The microturbulences under
investigation are ITG and TEM that satisfy k∥ ≪ k⊥, thus
the turbulence mesh requires fewer grid points in the par-
allel direction as compared to the radial and poloidal grid
points. The radial, poloidal, and toroidal grid numbers used
for the neoclassical mesh are 64, 64, and 32, respectively,
based on the convergence studies. First, the time step con-
vergence is done, followed by the convergence of electron
subcycles, and finally, the convergence for particle number is
done. The time step size used is 0.025R0/Cs, where Cs/R0

is 2.0258× 105 s−1 and Cs =
√
Te/mi is the ion-acoustic

wave speed. The plasma is represented by the marker particles
that are loaded uniformly throughout the simulation domain.
From the convergence test, 50 marker particles per cell are
used, and the number of electron subcycles is 2. The sys-
tem size in this work is set as a= 175ρi, where ρi is the ion
gyro-radius.

The effective charge number Zeff is taken as 1.0 while con-
sidering the collisions in the simulations. The on-axis effective
collision frequency ν∗ is 0.04 for electrons and 0.26 for ions.
The turbulent transport and the zonal flow physics are the uni-
versal aspects of the drift wave instabilities [4, 10]. To study
the effect of zonal flow on turbulent transport, an additional
nonlinear simulation is run by artificially suppressing the zonal
flow during the simulation. Figure 3 shows the poloidal cross-
sections of the electrostatic potential at different simulation
times for the two nonlinear simulations. Figure 3(a) shows the
contour plot of the electrostatic potential in the linear phase
of the simulation at time t= 3.5R0/Cs. The linear eigenmode
structure that peaks near the flux surface with ψ ∼ ψX looks
like a typical ballooning mode which is localized on the outer
mid-plane side where the curvature is bad in the region of steep
profile gradient with the eddies elongated along the direction
of the profile gradient. Figure 3(b) shows the enlarged view of
themode structure on the poloidal plane. Themode propagates
in the electron diamagnetic direction, indicating that the TEM
turbulence is unstable, which is also consistent with the earlier
gyrokinetic simulations of the DIII-D pedestal with steep pro-
file gradients using GTC [52]. These findings are similar to the
earlier investigations made for the reversed field pinch [53],
tokamak [54–59] and stellarator [60, 61] plasmas in the region
of steep plasma profile gradients. Figures 3(c) and (d) show
the contour plot of the electrostatic potential in the nonlinear
phase of the simulation at time t= 9.5R0/Cs with zonal flow
(figure 3(c)) and without zonal flow (figure 3(d)). In the non-
linear phase, the coupling between various toroidal modes and
the interaction with the self-generated zonal flow leads to the
turbulence spreading from the edge to the core of the toka-
mak. It illustrates that the global effects play an important role
in linking the turbulent transport from the edge to the core of
the tokamak.

The radial-time variation of the root-mean-squared electro-
static potential has been shown in figure 4. Figure 4(a) shows
the radial variation of root-mean-squared electrostatic poten-
tial at three different times t= 3R0/Cs (blue), 9R0/Cs (red)
and 15R0/Cs (black). It is clear that in the nonlinear stage,
turbulence structures spread far away from the location of
the linear eigenmode. The turbulence spreading takes place in

5
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Figure 2. The profiles (a) and the corresponding normalized gradient (b) being used for the microturbulence simulations of ADITYA-U
discharge shot # 33536.

Figure 3. The electrostatic perturbed potential on the poloidal plane in the linear phase at time t= 3.5R0/Cs (a), and the enlarged view of
the linear eigenmode structure (b). The electrostatic potential in the nonlinear phase at time t= 9.5R0/Cs with zonal flow (c), and without
zonal flow (d).
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Figure 4. (a) The radial variation of the root-mean-squared electrostatic perturbed potential normalized to the maximum value at three
different times 3R0/Cs (blue), 9R0/Cs (red) and 15R0/Cs (black), and (b) the time history of the root-mean-squared perturbed electrostatic
potential in the region of turbulence spreading at three different flux surfaces with 0.80ψX (blue), 0.90ψX (red), and 0.98ψX (black).

Figure 5. (a) The time history of the root-mean-squared electrostatic perturbed potential without zonal flow (blue), with zonal flow (red)
and the radial electric field resulting from the turbulence (black) at ψ ∼ ψX. The root-mean-squared electrostatic potential is normalized by
Te/e, and the radial electric field is normalized by

√
Te/e. (b) The time history of the ion diffusivity (blue) and electron heat conductivity

(red) in the Bohm units, with (dashed) and without (solid) zonal flow at ψ ∼ ψX.

the radial range ψ ∈ [0.68,1.0]ψX over the simulation time.
Figure 4(b) shows the time history of the root-mean-squared
electrostatic potential in the region of turbulence spreading at
three different flux surfaces with ψ = 0.80ψX (blue), 0.90ψX
(red), and 0.98ψX (black). Thus, in the region of turbulence
spreading TEM turbulence is unstable.

The role of zonal flow in regulating the turbulence and
transport is shown in figure 5. Figure 5(a) shows the time his-
tory of root-mean-squared electrostatic potential without zonal
flow (blue), with zonal flow (red) and the radial electric field
resulting from the turbulence (black) at the flux surface with
ψ = 0.98ψX. The blue and red lines are almost overlapping
with each other, which shows that the zonal flow is not playing
an important role in suppressing the turbulence. Furthermore,
as shown in figure 5(b), the time histories of the ion diffusivity
(blue) and electron heat conductivity (red) show similar satur-
ation levels with zonal flow (dashed) and without the zonal
flow (solid). So, the zonal flow does not have any effect on
the transport as well. The nonlinear saturation is dominated by
the inverse cascade of the higher toroidal and poloidal modes
to the lower one, which is also clear from the comparison of
figures 3(c) and (d), as there is not much difference in the tur-
bulence structure. These results are supported by the earlier
findings by the local simulations, stating that the zonal flow has
an important contribution to the turbulent transport driven by
TEM instability only when ηe =∇lnTe/∇lnne ≲ 1 [23] and

for the current discharge of ADITYA-U, ηe ∼ 4.0 at ψ ∼ ψX.
Yet another global simulation study using GTC has shown that
the zonal flow can play a crucial role in the case with Te = Ti
[24], while in ADITYA-U the electron temperature is about
three times the ion temperature. Similarly, the flux-tube (local)
simulations using GENE have shown that the zonal flow has
little effect on the TEM turbulence saturation for the cases with
strong electron temperature gradient and Te = 3Ti [25], which
is the case for ADITYA-U.

The dominant eigenmode is n= 73, m= 271 with the
growth rate of γ = 2.98Cs/R0 and the real frequency of
ω = 2.79Cs/R0. The wavenumber corresponding to the dom-
inant mode is k⊥ρi ∼ 0.7. The simulations show that the
collisions reduce the linear growth rate of the dominant mode
by almost 9% and suppress the electrostatic fluctuations by
almost 36%. The comparison of the root-mean-squared elec-
trostatic potential without and with collisions is made in
figure 6. Furthermore, the collisional effects reduce the ion
heat conductivity by half, the ion diffusivity by more than
half, the electron heat conductivity by ∼7%, and the elec-
tron diffusivity by half. The effect of collisions on various
quantities have been shown in table 2. The root-mean-squared
electrostatic potential and transport coefficients are averaged
over times t ∈ [10,15]R0/Cs. Usually, the collisions have a
stabilization effect on the TEM turbulence [28], but due
to the smaller collision frequency for the trapped electrons

7
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Figure 6. The time history of the root-mean-squared electrostatic potential without collisions (blue) and with collisions (red) at
ψ = 0.98ψX.

Table 2. The effect of collisions on the turbulence growth rate γ in units of Cs/R0, the root-mean-squared electrostatic potential δϕRMS in
units of Te/e and the transport coefficients Dα, χα (α= i, e) in units of m2 s−1.

With collisions Without collisions

γ 2.98 3.24
δϕRMS 0.0169 0.0229
Di 0.25 0.67
De 0.32 0.64
χi 0.89 1.80
χe 1.20 1.28

Figure 7. The 2D spectrum of the electrostatic potential on the flux surface ψ = 0.98ψX in the linear phase at time t= 3.5R0/Cs (a) and in
the nonlinear phase averaged over times t ∈ [10,15]R0/Cs (b).

TEM remains unstable even in the presence of collisions. The
TEM turbulence and transport suppression (to some extent)
caused by the collisional effects are due to the de-trapping of
electrons.

Figure 7 shows the 2D spectrum (|δϕmn|) of the electro-
static perturbed potential on the flux surface with ψ = 0.98ψX
in the linear phase at time t= 3.5R0/Cs (figure 7(a)) and
in the nonlinear phase averaged over times t ∈ [10,15]R0/Cs
(figure 7(b)). Because of the ballooning feature of the
microturbulence and the extension of the potential in the
direction parallel to the magnetic field while confining in

the perpendicular direction, the spectrum peaks on the mode
rational surface (along them= nq line) in the spectral domain.
On the diagnosed flux surface ψ = 0.98ψX, the value of
safety factor is q= 3.71. The spectrum in the linear phase is
wide with a range n ∈ [40,125], m ∈ [160,460] with the most
dominant mode at n= 73, m= 271. The nonlinear coupling
of the turbulent modes leads to the inverse cascade of the
linearly unstable modes from high to low poloidal and tor-
oidal modes. The spectrum in the nonlinear phase is averaged
over the times t ∈ [10,15]R0/Cs that has a range n ∈ [0,50],
m ∈ [0,190].
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Figure 8. The time history (a) and radial variation (b) of the transport coefficients for ions and electrons.

The transport coefficients are calculated in GTC as

χα =
1

⟨|∇ψ |2⟩n0α ∂T0α∂ψ

⟨ˆ
d3vδfα

(
1
2
mαv

2 − 3
2
T0α

)
v⃗E ·∇ψ

⟩

and

Dα =
1

⟨|∇ψ |2⟩ ∂n0α∂ψ

⟨ˆ
d3vδfαv⃗E ·∇ψ

⟩
where the angle bracket ⟨· · ·⟩ represents the flux-surface aver-
age and | · · · | represents the amplitude of the vector. GTC
gives the diffusivity (Dα) and heat conductivity (χα) normal-
ized by the Bohm values; DB = χB = cTe/eB. The time his-
tory of the ion and electron diffusivities and heat conductiv-
ity averaged over ψ ∈ [0.68,1.0]ψX is shown in figure 8(a).
The transport coefficients first increase exponentially in the
linear phase and then saturate in the nonlinear phase due to
mode coupling. Figure 8(b) shows the radial variation of the
ion and electron diffusivities and heat conductivities averaged
over time t ∈ [10,15]R0/Cs at each radial grid point. The tur-
bulence which is localized at ψ ∼ ψX where the gradient in the
profile is maximum, in the nonlinear phase spreads from edge
to the core due to the nonlinear mode coupling. As there is not
much turbulence spreading near the magnetic axis, the central
region ψ ∈ [0,0.1]ψX has been excluded from the simulation
domain.

Figure 9 shows the comparison of the spectrum of elec-
trostatic fluctuations between experiment and simulation that
spans from ∼0 kHz to 50 kHz, plotted on the outer mid-plane
side of the flux surface with ψ = 0.98ψX. The experimentally
recorded spectrum of electrostatic fluctuations shows a broad-
band of frequencies from ∼0 to 50 kHz (red) that matches
well with the findings of the gyrokinetic simulations (blue) of
ADITYA-U tokamak using GTC. The ion diffusivity near to
the LCFS of tokamak predicted from the self-consistent simu-
lations using GTC (see figure 8) gives a value ∼0.2 m2 s−1

which roughly matches the experimental estimate derived
from the density profile [62], and further cross-checked with
UEDGE code simulations [63]. Due to the diagnostic limita-
tions at the present time, a realistic experimental value of the
electron heat conductivity is not available. The reported exper-
imental value of the electron heat conductivity has been estim-
ated by assuming a diffusive transport and using an energy

Figure 9. The comparison of the spectra of the electrostatic
fluctuations from simulation (blue) and experiment (red) near the
LCFS.

Table 3. Comparison of the transport from the experiment with the
simulations near LCFS.

(m2 s−1) Experiment Simulation

Di 0.2 0.25
χe 1.5 1.20

confinement time from power balance as χe ∼ a2/4τE, where
a is the minor radius (0.25 m) and τE is the energy confine-
ment time [64]. Experimentally, τE is obtained by the usual
method of dividing the stored energy by the input power, that
gives τE ∼ 10 ms [62]. This estimate of the electron heat con-
ductivity obtained from the experiment is χe ∼ 1.5 m2 s−1,
which is within 20% of the value χe ∼ 1.2 m2 s−1 obtained
from the simulations (see figure 8). However, it should be
pointed out that the experimental estimate is based on the
global power balance relation that assumes an average effect-
ive transport coefficient χe that can be significantly differ-
ent from the local transport coefficient χe (ψ ∼ ψX) used in
our calculation based on the simulations. Hence the rough
agreement between the two values needs to be viewed keep-
ing that context in mind. Table 3 shows the comparison of the
transport between the experiment and simulation near to the
LCFS.

All these findings illustrate that TEM driven microturbu-
lence is one of the dominant channels for driving the turbulent
transport in the ADITYA-U tokamak. These results may be
important in setting up future ADITYA-U experiments.
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5. Conclusion and discussion

To summarize, in this work, global gyrokinetic simulations of
the electrostatic microturbulence in the ADITYA-U tokamak
for shot # 33536 are carried out in the presence of collisions,
using GTC. The linear eigenmode structure is dominated by a
trapped electron driven instability, propagating in the electron
diamagnetic direction with a real frequency of ∼2.79Cs/R0,
and the growth rate of ∼2.98Cs/R0, that lies on the low
wavenumber side with k⊥ρi ∼ 0.7. The simulations with and
without collisions show that the collisional effects suppress
the turbulence and transport to a certain extent. The nonlinear
simulations of the microturbulence predict a local ion diffus-
ivity value that is close to the experimentally reported value of
∼0.2 m2 s−1. The electron heat conductivity estimated from
the experimentally measured energy confinement time is also
within 20% of the simulated value of ∼1.2 m2 s−1. However,
as discussed before, the near agreement between these trans-
port rates has to be viewed in the context of the assumptions
underlying the two estimates. It should be kept in mind that
the experimental estimate is based on the global power balance
relation that assumes an average effective transport coefficient
χe that can be significantly different from the local transport
coefficient χe (ψ ∼ ψX) used in our calculation based on the
simulations. The comparison can be further refined and made
more realistic in the future with the availability of better dia-
gnostic measurements on ADITYA-U. The spectrum of elec-
trostatic fluctuations shows a broadband of frequencies from
∼0 to 50 kHz which agrees with the spectrum obtained from
the experiment. The nonlinear simulations show that the zonal
flow is not playing an important role in the turbulence sat-
uration, while the nonlinear saturation is dominated by the
inverse cascade of the high poloidal and toroidal modes to
the lower one. Thus, the electrostatic microturbulence driven
by the trapped electrons in the presence of collisions acts as
one of the dominant channels for driving the anomalous turbu-
lent transport in the ADITYA-U tokamak. The current work is
the first step towards understanding the turbulence and trans-
port in ADITYA-U. From the experimental perspective, the
insights gained from this electrostatic microturbulence study
may be useful in setting up future ADITYA-U experiments. In
the future, we plan to study the impurity transport by the elec-
trostatic microturbulence, effects of equilibrium radial electric
fields, and electromagnetic effects in ADITYA-U.
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